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Dear Friends,

On October 27th, 1806, fresh from history-book victories at
Jena and Auerstedt, whose battle plans are studied to this day
in the halls of West Point, and where, from a tower at the
University of Jena, Hegel is rumored to have written the last
lines of his Phenomenology of Spirit even as the Battle of Jena
raged below, Napoleon marched victoriously into Berlin.

The fall of Berlin marked the end of Napoleon’s Prussian
campaign, completed in only 19 days, which resulted in the
complete collapse of the Prussian and Austrian armies and
eventually the dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire, which had
lasted in one form or another for nearly 1,000 years.

My entrance into Berlin is less grand than Napoleon’s, riding
in the back seat of one of the cream-colored Mercedes Benz
taxis that roam the city, however in my favor I have killed
fewer people, having killed precisely zero people.

This is my third trip to Berlin, a city I find myself drawn to,
despite its ugliness. In the taxi with me are Katrina and, for
the first time, our daughter Elektra.

The last time Katrina and I were in Berlin together was four
years ago, to visit friends on our way to Turkey, where Katrina
grew up and her father still lives. We stayed in the area
between Kreuzberg and Neukölln, an area where you are as likely
to hear Turkish on the streets as German or English, which at
times, on certain blocks or at certain angles, is
indistinguishable from her hometown of Ankara.
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On the second morning, Katrina woke up feeling nauseous.
Surprisingly few pharmacists spoke English, despite almost
everyone in Berlin speaking English, so we found a shop with a
large eczane sign in the window (Turkish for “pharmacy”) and
Katrina went inside to consult with the Turkish-speaking
pharmacist. She took a pregnancy test that came out negative,
but she bought pre-natal pills because she knew better. Two
weeks later, back in New York, she was proven right.

Elektra — whose name we found in the opening poem of T.S.
Elliot’s Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats  — is a well-
seasoned traveler even at the age of three. Last summer we
visited her grandfather — dede — in Turkey. This year we
decided to meet somewhat in the middle, in Berlin, since my
father-in-law, a manufacturer of wheelchairs, would already be
in Frankfurt at the end of September for a trade show. This was
also a cautious attempt to take a family vacation together
after a disastrous and traumatic failed attempt earlier in the
year.

On this day, we’ve taken a walk through the Tiergarten. Called
a park but more like a wild unkempt forest in the middle of the
city, the Tiergarten evokes for me the old European forests of
fairy tales, the kind populated with wolves and goblins. In the
center, on top of a tall pillar visible from miles around, is a
golden statue of winged Victory that I’ve told Elektra is the
fairy queen. Now she want to explore the forest, looking for
fairies.

From the victory monument at the center of the Tiergarten you
can look all the way down the Bundesstrasse and see the
Brandenburg Gate. At the moment, they are preparing for the
celebration of German reunification that takes place at the
beginning of October each year, and the base of the gate is
surrounded by construction workers assembling a giant stage.
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This would have approximately been the path Napoleon and his
army took as they claimed the city and made their way to the
Brandenburg Gate. Somewhere in the victory procession was a man
named Vivant Denon, the director of the Louvre Museum (at that
time called the Musée Napoléon), who joined Napoleon on
campaigns and helped him choose the trophies the Grand Army
would take back to Paris. Previous campaigns had taken him to
Italy, Austria and Egypt, and French museums to this day are
filled with stolen artifacts that caught his eye. On the day
Berlin fell, what caught his eye was the famous quadriga — a
statue of a chariot drawn by four horses — that sits atop the
Brandenburg Gate. Denon ordered it taken down and shipped back
to Paris.

This story is in my head as we near the base of the gate and I
look up at the bronze statue on top.

How on earth did they get the horses down?
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How were a group of soldiers in 1806 able to remove the bronze
statues weighing several tonnes from the top of the gate and
transport them to Paris a thousand miles away? In my mind I
picture engineers armed with rope and grappling hooks,
makeshift scaffolding and pulleys, diesel motors replaced by a
dozen bare-chested men and teams of warhorses yoked together. I
have always been fascinated by the engineers of antiquity, from
the construction of the pyramids to less documented monuments,
such as Stonehenge or the moai of Easter Island.

What soldier, whose name has been lost to history, was standing
there when Napoleon turned to him and said, “bring me those
horses”?

But somehow they managed, and victory, her chariot, and the
four horses were taken down from the top of the gate, enclosed
in wooden crates, and sent to Paris.
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On the morning of May 10th, 2018 — my thirty-seventh birthday —
I woke up to find Elektra, who had crawled into bed next to us
sometime during the night, staring off into space, unable to
move, unable to speak.

“Elektra?” I say cautiously. “Elektra.” More force this time. I
try to meet her gaze, but she has no gaze to return. Her eyes
twitch, searching for something, but there is no presence
behind them, the little person whose personality has slowly
emerged over the past year is no longer there.

Something’s wrong. Shit. Shit shit shit.

“Katrina!” I yell into the living room. “Katrina!”

Katrina comes quickly into the bedroom, a worried look on her
face.

“Something’s wrong with Elektra.” I hold her in my arms. Her
neck arches back and she stares at the ceiling while her arm
dangles loose at her side.

“What?” Sharp, rising panic. Katrina rushes to the side of the
bed. “Elektra? Elektra? Wake up. Wake up honey,” she takes her
from my arms.

“Get dressed. We’re going to the emergency room.”

I throw a light jacket on top of my pyjamas and slip into some
old tennis shoes without putting any socks on first.

My father-in-law sits up on the couch, groggy and half asleep.
He arrived from Turkey late last night, and later today we all
plan to fly down to Miami to celebrate his, Elektra’s, and my
birthday, which all fall on the same week in May.
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“Something’s wrong with Elektra,” I say. “We’re going to the
hospital.”

Running out the door onto the street, I turn my head left and
right. Should I run to the main avenue and try to hail a taxi?
Or run over to the car service dispatch office a block from us
but in the opposite direction of the hospital? Katrina emerges
behind me with Elektra in her arms. Think. I take out my phone.

“What are we doing?”

I open a ride hailing app to find a car but my mind is frozen.
I can’t for the life of me figure out how it works. Not
Elektra. Please please please.

”There’s that clinic up the street.” I take Elektra from my
wife and start to run.

The sidewalks and streets are mostly empty, the shops mostly
closed. The world around me spins and blurs. A concerned look
from a jogger. I half-heartedly try to flag down a passing van,
but it doesn’t stop. We arrive at the clinic and I rush to the
door but it’s closed. Opens at 8:30am. It’s 6:30am now.

“What are we doing!!”

I spin around. No one on the street. No cars to flag down.
Should I call 911? And wait on the street corner for an
ambulance? No choice but to run all the way to the hospital
emergency room, another couple blocks up the hill. I think I
can make it in about the same amount of time.

We are halfway up the next block when we hear someone shout
behind us, “Hey!” We turn. “What’s wrong? I’m a doctor!”

A woman runs up to us. “I’m a doctor,” she repeats. “What
happened? Let me see her.”
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“I-I don’t know,” I say.

She looks into Elektra’s eyes, and checks her pulse and
breathing.

“She’s probably having a seizure, but she’s breathing.
Everything is going to be ok.”

The doctor rubs my arm. “Everything is going to be ok.”

The four of us run the rest of the way to the emergency room
entrance. The doctor runs ahead of us and tells the staff what
has happened. A nurse comes up to me and holds out his arms. I
let go of my daughter.

Everything is out of my control now. A swirl of activity as
Elektra is put on a gurney and surrounded by doctors and
nurses. Wires and needles, machines on carts. The curtain is
drawn and we’re in a room holding each other while we watch.
Please please please.

A series of doctors and nurses ask us what happened, asking
what time the seizure started, asking us did anything happen
(when I woke up she was like this)? Did she fall and hit her
head (I don’t think so, but I was asleep)? Has she been sick
recently (she had a brief cold but that was over a week ago)?
The doctors decide to administer diazepam, a drug that finally
ends the seizure. In total, she had been seizing for almost 30
minutes. Most seizures last no more than a minute or two, and
anything more than 5 minutes is considered a medical emergency.

Elektra cries. It’s the first we’ve heard from her since the
seizure started. She is groggy and disoriented, and we have
trouble communicating with her. The doctors want to give
perform an MRI scan of her brain to see if there is any damage.
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She cries and fights them and won’t stay still long enough for
the machine to work. The doctors tell us they’ll have to sedate
her.

About an hour later, my father-in-law arrives at the hospital.
He has coffee and snacks from the hospital cafeteria. I’m not
hungry, but I sip the bitter black coffee, possibly some of the
worst coffee I have ever tasted, but I need the warmth and the
caffeine. Elektra sleeps peacefully in her bed, her heartbeat a
bouncing line on the monochrome screen hanging from the cart
next to her.

My mind goes back to one of our regular check ups during the
pregnancy, when the doctor tells us that the barely perceptible
swell inside Katrina now has fingernails — I forget how many
weeks this takes, I forget almost all of it — and this small
detail overcomes us with wonder. “The fingernails are
important,” the doctor says. ”The birthing process will often
start with a scratch from the baby’s fingernails.”

At Elektra’s bedside, I wonder to myself if this will all be
settled in time to make our 5pm flight to Miami. It was still
early in the morning, about 8am or so. We would have to be at
the airport at 3:30pm at the latest — a 45 minute car ride
away. That meant leaving the hospital at 2:45pm, let’s call it
2:30pm to be safe. I would want to call the car service soon to
arrange something. My brain walks through all this math
automatically. Of course we aren’t flying anywhere later
tonight, you idiot, I curse at myself. Elektra is still
unconscious, and we don’t know when she will wake up. Or if she
will be herself when she does.

“I’m going to step outside and cancel our flights,” I say.
Katrina stares ahead and nods. I could have told her I was
going out to buy eggs and milk.
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After a lengthy hold with the airline, a man answers and I tell
him that due to a medical emergency I will need to cancel my
flights. He says he understands, and that although I would not
be able to get a cash refund a credit would show up in my
account that I could use for up to a year. However, to use the
credit, I would have to pay a change fee of $200.

“Is that $200 in total, or per ticket?” I ask. The tickets were
only about $150 each.

“That is correct, sir. A $200 change fee.”

“No, I’m asking if the change fee is $200 in total, or $200 per
ticket for a total of $600.”

“That is correct, sir. The $200 change fee is per ticket.”

“Why would I ever do that,” I say. “That’s more than the
tickets cost.”

“I can’t tell you what you should do, sir. It would be up to
you to make that decision.”

“Hold on. I just want to understand this,” I say. “You’re
telling me that if I pay $600 in change fees.”

“Yes.”

“That I will get a credit of $450.”

“Yes.”

“Obviously, I would never do that. That makes no sense at all.”

“Again sir, I can’t tell you what you should or shouldn’t do.
It would be up to you.”
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At this point I begin to lose my patience.

“I understand that you have a customer service script to follow
or whatever, but as one human being to another, just admit to
me that it makes no sense.”

“Sir.”

“Just say that it makes no sense.”

At this point, standing outside the hospital in my pyjamas with
a light coat on top, old tennis shoes and no socks on my feet,
I start to scream loudly into the phone, “Just SAY IT! Say it
MAKES NO SENSE, you MOTHER FUCKER!”

Six months after the fall of Berlin, the stolen horses arrived
in Paris but had been badly damaged in transit and were in need
of extensive repairs. Denon temporarily stored the horses
inside the Louvre’s Orangery (like a giant conservatory or
greenhouse), and set about looking for someone who could repair
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the statues. There was still the issue of picking their final
resting place. Denon had a unique problem. Paris at the moment
was lousy with half-finished victory monuments constructed in
Napoleon’s honor, who was amassing victories faster than anyone
could build monuments.

The Vendôme column for his victory at Austerlitz, the Madeleine
honoring the Grand Army, the Pont des Arts bridge, and of
course, the Arc de Triomphe; all of these were being
constructed at the same time.

When not commanding his armies to victory, Napoleon ran almost
all the affairs of the French empire through his prolific
letter writing. Through these letters, we have detailed
correspondence between Napoleon and Denon discussing the fate
of the Berlin quadriga.

In a letter dated May 30, 1807, Napoleon noted that the horses
should be placed in front of the then in-progress Madeleine,
which was being reconstructed in the form of a classical Greek
temple. Denon however, disagreed, saying that the huge scale of
the Madeleine would dwarf the statues and it would not be a
suitable location.

Another monument, the Arc de Triomphe du Caroussel in front of
the Tuileries palace, was topped with a different quadriga,
nearly identical to the Berlin statues, except that one was
stolen from St Mark’s Basilica in Venice. The Arc de Triomphe
du Champs-Elysées was then an obvious choice for the Berlin
statues, since the two arches would create a symmetry if
similar statues were used for each, however after discussion
Denon also felt the scale was wrong, as the non-yet completed
arch was planned to be over twice as tall as the Brandenburg
Gate.
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Denon then proposed to Napoleon building a fountain on the
Pont-Neuf facing the Place Dauphine that the horses could sit
on top of. This proposal was rejected. Denon tried again,
proposing the same site but instead of on top of a fountain, a
sort of elevated pedestal. Napoleon never responded.

In the meantime, the director of the Orangery began to complain
about his gardens being used to store monuments, and Denon had
the quadriga moved to Versailles and put into storage until
their final installation place could be decided.

For years, the quadriga were forgotten about, until 1814 when
the Sixth Coalition led by the Prussian army captured Paris and
forced Napoleon into exile. The quadriga, having never been
displayed publicly in Paris, were returned to Berlin after only
eight years and restored to their original position at the top
of the Brandenburg Gate.
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The doctors want to keep Elektra overnight for observation in
case she has another seizure.

The process of preparing for an EEG is exacting and almost
unbearable. The doctor glues the ends of wires to specific
points on Elektra’s head. First, she takes a small comb and
parts Elektra’s hair to reveal the scalp. Then, a small sticky
piece of conductive gel is applied to the electrode, which is
then pushed down onto her head. Finally, a plaster-like glue is
applied to a gauze bandage and all this is pressed firmly down
onto the electrode, like a sort of sandwich. The doctor shines
a special infrared light on the plaster which causes it to cure
and harden. This takes a couple minutes, and the glue pulls at
Elektra’s hair, and she cries the whole time. The test requires
24 electrodes to be glued to her scalp in this manner, which
takes almost an hour. I sit in the hospital bed with her and
hold her hand and lie to her that it will all be over soon.

At the end, her entire head is wrapped in bandages and a long
snake of wires comes out the back and up into the ceiling. She
looks like one of the children from Akira who are experimented
on in an attempt to wake their latent psychic powers.
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The brain is a mess of not well understood electrical activity.
The connection between the measurable activity of my physical
brain and my “thoughts” is still understood by no one. As I sit
here typing these words, the electrical signal that tells the
muscles in my index finger to move and type a “J” is far better
understood that the electrical signal that chose the “J” in the
first place. Why that letter over another? Why one word over
another?

Somewhere in the haze of all this electrical activity I am ”me”
and my daughter is “her” and you are “you” and so on, and we
are no one else.

And then, for unexplainable reasons, a neuron starts to fire in
sync with other neurons, and more follow suit, until a group of
previously non-synchronous neurons are all coordinating with
each other and firing at the same time. A bizarre malfunction.
And this small thing, the coordination of what was previously a
random scatter of activity, suddenly and for whatever reason,
causes the person that was there to temporarily cease to exist,
for without the mind what is a person at all?

For when I say ”Elektra” I do not mean the flesh, or the bones,
or the liters of blood circulating in her veins; her blond
hair, which we have not cut since the day she was born, is not
her either. “Elektra” is the story I already have in my head: a
kind person, who tucks her toys into bed using tissue paper as
blankets, incredibly sensitive to the emotions of people around
her. Once, when we were listening to Louis Armstrong’s ”What a
Wonderful World”, she turned to me and asked, ”Why is he
crying?” She had just turned two. How could she know?

The next day we are discharged from the hospital. Over the
course of the next several weeks, there are follow-up
appointments and second opinions. We are lucky to have good
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health insurance and to live in a city with some of the best
specialists in the world. We take advantage of both. Friends
and family send Elektra flowers and stuffed animals.

Work is bad. I can’t concentrate on anything. At first, we
watch her carefully. The doctors say she cannot be left alone.
This isn’t too different from our normal life, since a two-
year-old is not someone you can leave alone for long anyway,
but there is a sense of danger and fear now that was never
there before.

I read books and articles about seizures and the brain to
understand more, but it quickly becomes clear to me that no one
understands anything. The electrical activity of the brain is a
mystery to modern medicine. No one knows what happened to
Elektra, or if it will happen again. There are no signs that
she has epilepsy, but no test can rule out epilepsy either. The
closest we can get to an explanation is that some event caused
an electrical imbalance in her brain. It might happen again or
it might not. If after six months nothing happens, they tell
us, the chance of it ever happening again will become very low,
but it could still happen again.

Most days now I don’t think of it at all. We take an injector
filled with diazepam with us when we travel, a drug that can
stop seizures but can (according to the warning label) also
stop the heart, but mostly we forget about what happened. She
is a wonderful three-year-old now, curious, loving, and happy
to be alive in a world full of wonder.

But sometimes, when we are on the floor drawing together on
paper, or studying the small globe in her room looking for
Dede’s house in Turkey, I catch the light moving across her
face and I see fault lines and dark shadows moving under the
surface of the ocean. Powerless and helpless, I watch her and
wait for something terrible to happen.
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The first soldier is up over the edge at the top of the gate.
Below him, the armies of Napoleon fan out in every direction,
bivouacked wherever there is flat ground, pitching tents,
cooking, eating, drinking, relieved to be alive. In a low
crouch the soldier slowly walks toward the first of the bronze
horses, rope in hand, end tied neatly into a noose, as if he is
sneaking up on a live animal.

Inch-by-inch he slowly moves forward, one boot in front of the
other, along the edge at the top of the gate. After he attaches
the first loop of rope, he’ll attach the next, and so on, until
the statue is securely bound in rigging and ready to be lowered
by a series of pulleys and winches down along the makeshift
scaffolding erected along one side of the gate.

He is getting ahead of himself, however, and he knows if he
looks down again he will lose himself. So he focuses on his
first task, the first rope, the first knot. One foot slowly in
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front of the other, one step at a time until his task is done.
He is conscious of his own breathing for the first time in a
long while. Draw breath. Exhale. One foot slowly in front of
the other, noose in hand, he draws closer to the horse. In
these moments, when we find ourselves suspended in the horizon
between sky and earth, the fabric that connects words wears
thin until all that remains is the threadbare vocabulary of a
single moment: cloud, horse, rope, precipice.

Luke Chamberlin
Berlin
October 2018

1. There are fancier names if you think they sound sweeter,
Some for the gentlemen, some for the dames:
Such as Plato, Admetus, Electra, Demeter —
But all of them sensible everyday names.
Excerpt from “The Naming of Cats” by T.S. Elliot


